2007 ford focus engine vibration

Any ideas? Clavinovaguy answered 9 years ago. Check the vacuum line down by the exhaust.
There may be a hole in the line. If the line looses vacuum, the engine will not run smoothly. Kip
answered 2 years ago. Mark answered 2 years ago. Anyways we took the car to the sho I have a
ford focus when i get between 35 and 45 there is a a vibration what could it be seems to be more
on the left front. I have a bad vibration and is really noisy right at the initial start up. I have a
Focus hatchback SE nothing special. But when I start it up it sounds almost like I got glass pack
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CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
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definitions â€” opens in a new window or tab. I have taken care of this car replacing all
expensive elements over my ownership which will hopefully be reflected below.. With this in
mind, a little more and it could be making real big power. Car has covered , miles rising as in
daily use. Finished in Moondust Silver with a 'House of Color - Rainfall' lacquer over the top
giving the car a colourful shimmer in the sunlight. There are a few small dents and marks on the
passenger side, drivers side is mostly tidy. New Uniroyal Rainsport 5 tyres fitted and have
covered around miles since. August the car had new brakes fitted all round with drilled and
grooved discs and a new Denso Alternator.. Royally Stitched up, gutted and childishly excited
to own an ST I decided to hand the car to Devil Developments for a replacement engine and
additional power works, since this I have loved the car but of late can't afford to keep upkeep
whilst saving for a home.. Private plate not Included! I have been as honest as I can be, feel free
to contact for a viewing. I'll take you for a drive or you can pay for it and show valid full
insurance not third party on own insurance to drive it yourself. Postage and packaging. The
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or tab and request post to your location. Postage cost can't be calculated. Please enter a valid
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page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how
frequently Ford Focus problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive
repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 47 repair trips. The repair cost
chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. The dealer promised to repair it after purchase. The invoice description says
"install engine and transmission mounts. Replaced spark plugs. Cleaned throttle body. Greatly
improved shifts. I have complained about this a couple of times over the last couple of years but
the dealer would not do anything about it. Decided to replace thermostat on my own. The plastic
hose clamping part was broken. As the plastic part was not available. Cleaned crankshaft
position sensor and haven't had problems since. With much work, removed portion of bolt in
engine block, replaced the bolt, and replaced idler pulley. Replaced engine mount, transmission
mount, and torque strut mount, which fully resolved the problem. Replaced PCV valve, which
solved the issues. Cabin heat was not very hot. Replaced thermostat with much fanfare
breaking a bolt off in the engine block in the process. New thermostat fixed the heat issue.
Mechanic isolated problem to front motor mount. Replaced front engine mount. Causing
vibration in reverse. Replaced fuel cap. This caused the check engine light to come on.
Solution: remove the gas cap tether. Took it to shop, code said there was an intermittent
problem with transmission position sensor. Cleared code, has not recurred. Throttle body
needed to be cleaned with throttle body cleaner to stop the air intake valve from sticking to
throttle body. Issue resolved successfully. Replaced with aftermarket throttle body from CFM.
Had to replace manifold including tumbler flaps, Vacuum and solenoid. Corrected by cleaning
throttle body valve and lubricating accelerator cable. Hose was found during , mile service. See
TrueDelta's information for all Ford models. Air intake flapper plastic material swelled and stuck
in the aperture. The engine was suffering from excess vibration when I bought it used. Gas
pedals was getting sticky. Slight belt squeak, so while I was replacing my alternator, I replaced
the belt, tensioner, and idler. Engine has not warmed up adequately in my opinion since new.
Now heating up OK. Fuel Line blew off fuel filter. Engine required long crank times to start.
Mounting bolt for idler pulley broke off in engine block. Excessive vibration noticeable from
inside the car, and clicking noise occasionally during acceleration. Car had issues starting.
Excessive engine vibration. Muffler seam rusted out but was able to get some muffler cement in
the crack for now, until I can get it replaced. Vibration in reverse spooked daughter at college.
The gas cap tether strap was catching on the gas cap causing the cap not to seal properly.
Check engine light came on, wife had simultaneously noticed some kind of transmission
hiccup. Accelerator pedal sticking. Warranty repair - car does not consistently start, and will
occasionally stall immediately after starting. Previous sticky throttle body, would stick at
random time when applying accelerator pedal. Code P Intake manifold Runner control stuck
open. Coil pack on Cylinder 3 stopped working. Replacrd coil pack and spark plugs. Sticking
accelerator pedal on down-stroke in cold weather. PCV hose assembly was cracked. Our
Address. Kings Mills, OH Engine idle speed is set at RPM. There is no shake during driving.
Highway drivability is beautiful. Following parts have been changed in past three months all
OEM : 1. Spark plugs 2. Coil pack 4. Engine top mount. New air filter. Injectors have been
cleaned. Throttle body has been cleaned. The engine was reinstalled previously more then three
years age. This problem has been ever since. Base idle is to low should be rpm. If it does
change the IAC. Before I messed with the IAC. I would search for vacuum leaks. Address the v
2004 ford focus stereo wiring diagram
2003 mazda 6 firing order
2004 f250 fog light wiring schematic
acuum leaks first if found. Do you have a check engine light on? Zetec dual cam engines have a
few different issues that cause that issue look for ur PVC valve and follow the hose connected
to it. It hooks to the intake manifold on the underside. It will usually throw a lean catalyst code if
it gets real bad. Another thing to look for is make sure there is no slack in the throttle cable
there is also a TSB for a throttle body and reprogram for low rough idling Zetec engines. Check
codes is a good start. Another question would be have u had a timing belt installed recently? A
lot of people get the VCT wrong during the set up. Ford Focus Engine Vibration. December 29,
at pm The engine shakes, abnormally. The body takes the effects of engine shake. There is NO
mechanical damage to engine. Viewing 3 replies - 1 through 3 of 3 total. December 30, at am
Travis Participant. January 9, at pm EricTheCarGuy Keymaster. Keep us posted on what you
find. You must be logged in to reply to this topic.

